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Abstract: 
To solve the problem of adapting to the structure of mobile forensic tools, this 

paper presents a mobile cloud-based forensic tool. In terms of lower cost for better 
resource distribution and management, mobile cloud technology will greatly benefit from 
the cloud model. The device architecture is designed to reduce the cost of mobile forensic 
software by extracting offensive content from smartphones with a cloud service model. 
Data stored on your smartphone during a survey can be very useful for your survey. Mobile 
devices now display key personal information through simple call history, addresses and 
text messages. Mobile information such as emails, web history and chat logs are also 
stored on the smartphone. Mobile devices are expected to provide more powerful 
information that can connect with humans in all changes than most machines, making it 
harder to access this information from legally accurate cloud storage. This framework 
allows you to quickly access mobile forensic tools in the cloud and leverage the resources 
of healthcare professionals. Therefore, the development of mobile forensic tools in the 
cloud plays an important role. 
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Introduction: 

Mobile forensics [1] is a technical knowledge for obtaining virtual evidence of a 
smartphone in a forensic environment using reception technology. The overall strategy 
is divided into four major phases: storage, purchasing, pricing and reporting. 
Preservation is the first step in finding digital information as it is not a process or 
method of capturing and protecting suspicious property without changing the structure 
of the facts contained in the gadget. The argument is a segment that follows record 
security. It is a way to visualize digital computers, peripheral systems and media, or 
collect statistics in other cases. A 1/3 degree is a study and study involving the use of 
software to discover digital facts, including hidden or unclear evidence. The last 
important part of forensic science is documentation. Reporting is a process in which 
actions taken are carefully registered and conclusions remain to be made during an 
investigation of an incident. Reporting is based on careful documentation of all 
measurements and observations explaining the rules and observing the effects that 
must be followed. 
A. Data Storage:  

The first step in mobile forensics is the information retrieval step in digital 
evidence retrieval, and the actual structure of mobile tools can be removed or altered to 
capture and preserve suspicious evidence or artifacts. Or any other digital tool. 
evidence. 
B. Data Collection:  

The mobile forensic step is collecting data after popular information has been 
archived. A method or procedure for visualizing or obtaining digital evidence and its 
tools and other surrounding media. Four types of methods are used to extract facts: 
manual collection, logical collection, reasoning and physical editing. [2] One of these 
methods has been used in portable smartphones to collect records of internal and 
external memory. 
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C. Data Analysis:  
Data analysis is a method or preparation for identifying or retrieving intangible 

information using technology, requiring a face that can hide, erase or hide it. 
D. Report:  

This standard is of paramount importance in digital forensics. Any work done 
during the entire mobile forensic process will be useless unless evidence to explain or 
substantiate the criminal charge is always properly disseminated in court. The validity 
and accuracy of the evidence must be protected by properly documented evidence until 
it is established that the system holds all the evidence specified in the court's decision at 
the beginning of the forensic proceedings. 
Cloud Computing: 

Word clouds are common in IT. What is cloud computing? There are separate 
official standards, but they are provided by students. For example 

"According to NIST," cloud computing is a system that allows access to a shared 
pool of computing assets that can be easily shared and published without 
administrative effort or contact with a sales company in a convenient on demand 
network. "[3]. 

On-demand deployment for device offerings actually varies from application to 
network retail center [4] according to IBM Cloud Service, also known as cloud. 

Like Oracle, cloud computing is a technological breakthrough that sets a record 
for life and core. Cloud storage is critical in terms of cost, speed, availability and 
flexibility by using the on demand feature to access shared transaction pools in a 
flexible and dynamic self-service manner [5]. 

Mobile forensics can use a cloud computing approach to charge less for better 
stability. Forensic professionals can also take advantage of cloud services to make the 
most of it [18-20]. Quickly deploy cloud technology with suggestions, strategies and 
applications, control multiple digital computers in the cloud, and reduce critical server 
density costs. Doctors needed less time to search for their smartphone. Cloud forensic 
tools, including Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS), can 
also access cloud points. 
Proposed System: 

A mobile forensic unit has arrived at the crime scene. The only downside is that 
mobile forensics investigators have to go back to the crime scene because there is a 
crime in one city and a cyber forensics lab in another metropolis. This takes some time 
and resources. With the increasing use of computers, tablets and smartphones with 
time records in mobile forensics, there are easy ways to learn mobile devices in the 
cloud. However, todays outsourced cloud infrastructure creates a dynamic environment 
for remotely browsing mobile phones through cloud networks and internet hubs. 
A. Cloud Architecture for Forensic Equipment: 

In a complete mobile cloud-based forensic tool, your computer or laptop can 
access the cloud from cybernetic or computer experts. Now, users don't want to 
purchase computers, software licenses or tools to use this cloud model. Dynamically 
Oxygen Forensic Science gives you access to technical resources and hardware in a 
geographically dispersed cloud. Basically, cloud-based mobile forensics systems solve 
the myriad of mobile search, research, and surveillance challenges cyber forensics 
professionals may face on a daily basis. As shown in Figure 1, it is important to build a 
mobile cloud-based forensic tool. 
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Figure 1: Shows the architecture of a mobile forensic toolbox in the cloud. 
Therefore, we are building a conceptual framework of cloud services for forensic 

technology, centering on the core functions of the mobile forensic technology unit 
according to the cloud service survey. 

This structure divides computing devices into four "up and down" concept levels: 
equipment level, intermediate product level, virtualization and cloud network level, and 
support level [6]. 

The hardware support warehouse contains hardware resources for mobile 
forensic methods. This requires computer hardware, network devices, garage devices, 
and endpoints. 

Virtualization warehouses and cloud networks use appropriate resources and 
then use a large number of digital computers in hardware to provide customers with 
demands for data services. Leveraging outstanding physical or automated flexible 
allocation, allocation and redistribution of capital to meet customer needs, cloud 
providers provide shared processing resources to support many customer applications. 
Regardless of the region, there is an explanation for why the client does not control or 
understand the exact geographic location of the source it should have, but you can 
explore the region with a higher level of abstraction [7]. 

The middle element tier contains the core capabilities of a cloud infrastructure 
platform to optimally connect, run, and support cloud products. This means managing 
users, managing resources, performing tasks, and managing security. 

Professional level of usability means they prefer the analysis and evaluation of 
materials for mobile content. SaaS and PaaS rely heavily on web applications and 
products. SaaS typically runs as a web application, whereas PaaS provides an 
environment for improving and implementing web applications and web providers. 
Delivery products and APIs that require client-side management using web packages 
are created in IaaS [8]. This version includes mobile identification section, information 
sequencing sequence, in-depth review, report generation segment, and more. 
B. Implementing Mobile Forensics Tools in the Cloud: 

Cloud-based mobile forensics tools are mainly divided into target modules to 
illustrate the mobile forensic steps shown in Figure 2. This tool uses Windows Server 
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2012, Windows Server cloud operating system. It provides a good and rich cloud 
structure for Windows Azure data center size and image features Guidance [9]. 

 
Figure 2: Implementing mobile forensics tools in the cloud 

C. Advantages of this Design: 
1. Improved Cloud Protection for Mobile Forensics:  

This version no longer contains multiple copies of facts, improves statistics 
sharing and complements the security of the forensic system. Even if the numbers are 
inaccurate or inaccurate, the accuracy and reliability of forensic facts are questioned 
[10-12]. 
2. Improving the Timeliness of Mobile Forensic Tools:  

Because this system is geographically distributed without converting to selected 
computer nodes. While the data is being transferred to the server, the cloud 
automatically processes all the facts in real time. In this way, cassette and server side 
latency is minimized. This increases the timeliness of portable forensic devices [13-16]. 
3. Simpler Statistics Sharing and Integration:  

All assets of the developed software are provided specifically in this version 
using virtualization production. On all other laptops, cloud storage is real storage, so 
there is no need to use the underlying device in the cloud client space. This version 
optimizes cloud services, so you can significantly improve your rating. So this model can 
easily categorize properties and merge records [17]. 
Conclusion: 

Security and operational specifications are still changing, but cloud computing 
has not yet been developed. Cloud service theory can provide a viable way to create 
mobile forensic units on the go. Cloud infrastructure allows the cyber forensic 
community to leverage investments in hardware and software. The goal of providing 
cyber forensics is to use cloud computers for forensic cells. Mobile cloud-based 
forensics tools can be very important in cyber forensics. However, there are 
supplements that need improvement. We're storing portraits to find out how to expand 
the use of cloud services for mobile forensics. 
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